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It. cannot be disputed, that there exists White Clan Mothers who had
the power to elect a DRAGON for the white race.
Getting back to this person of 666. What was it that Indians became
upset about?
He has the power to use whatever means it takes to kill those that
do not believe in the religions of ISIS. 100,000,000 deaths of Indians
can prove this. The power to make war. He has and will continue to cause
all, both small and great, rich and poor, free or slave, to receive a
mark on their right hand and foreheads that the right to use the
monetaryîsystem to buy and sell in the economic plans of the world, which
has made the resources and land worthless to the Indian.
So the individual cf the number 666 will be white and will be a white
Chief, not an Indian. This indivìdùalof be over
all the civilized religions in the world but will be over those that blasphem? against the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT, who claim
they are Jews
and are not, but are the synagogue of Sîataan.
I have met afew Indians that did not buy this religious trip. The ones
take' my hat to,are the Indians that built the Cathedral in TAICO,
Guerrerofliexico. You must first know the history on the Figueroa House
acrossïathe Park, which was called: THE HGUSE OF TEARS, then you know
that this Cathedral whieh would have taken 200 years to build, was built
in a fraction of that time and auch suffering.
If the chriátían conversion of these Indiansyas so great, how come
they left. the mgthematical formulas te the Great Serpent and the time . eqńation 666 all over the inside of this Cathedral? The
tuin ¿+G meter
Spires flanking tiled homes displaying the SUN SIGN are the màin objects
one see’s when enterinlg the city. _ _
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